The commercial availability of second-order digital filters in chip form enables many potential users to employ them in various applications without going through the process of either software or hardware implementation [l] . In this contribution, we present a multi-output second-order digital filter structure which is derived from the passive design method [2], [3] which we have developed previously. The filter structure can be used foi the realization of all frequency-band Butterworth, Chebyshev, and elliptic digital filters and can be adapted for VLSI implementation. 1-case 1+cosB = tan*;.
06) II. ~ESOFTRANSFERFUNCTIONS
In (15) 
T,,(s)= l (k + i) even M s* -2&s + y" for odd-and even-order filter.
As in [l] , the fan filter transfer function H,(z,, z2) is given in (2) terms of H(z) by Meanwhile, a low-pass elliptic filter consists of (1) for an odd-H/( zl, z2) = H( ~z;'~z;'~) H( -j~;'~z;l'~) order filter, (2) for an even-order filter, and combinations of + H( -~z;/~z;/~) H( jz;/*z; 'j2).
Substituting (17) in (19) and cancelling terms we get s* -2X"S + y, for odd and even order filter.
Applying the bilinear transformation [5] (20) 2 1-z-l where Hi(z), i=O,l is given by (18). Hf (zl,z2) in (20) is the SE--T 1+z-'
transfer function derived in [l] with a sc&ng factor of l/2. The usefulness of this derivation lies in the fact that whenever the one-dimensional prototype transfer function is expressed in the form given by (17), the fan filter given by (20) together with either the digital or analog frequency transformation [5] to (1) and (2), low-pass, high-pass (HP), band-pass (BP), and band-stop (BS) second-order digital transfer functions can be expresssed as
T,,( z-1) = a(1 -z-1)2/o( z-1)
T,,( z-l) = a(1 -z-2)/0( z-1)
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where
Similarly, from (3), the four corresponding second-order digital transfer functions can be expressed as T'( z-l) = a(1 + atz-t + z-2)/0( z-1).
Finally, a second-order all-pass (AP) digital transfer function can be expressed as
III.
MULTI-OUTPUT SECOND-ORDER DIGITAL FILTER
A multi-output second-order digital filter which is capable of realizing all the digital transfer functions as given in (5)- (11) can be obtained using the passive two-port approach as presented in [3] . Using the two-port, as shown in Fig. 1 , a multi-output second-order digital filter, consisting of two delays, three multipliers and, nine adders can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 2 . The actual digital transfer function of each of the filters can be obtained by taking the z-transform of the output discrete-time signal over the z-transform of the input discrete-time signal. Consequently, they could be expressed as
IV.
CONCLUSIONS
A multi-output second-order digital filter structure has been presented. The structure is flexible and consists of only two delays, three multipliers, and nine adders. With magnitude truncations at the outputs of the two-port, both zero-input and constant-input oscillations can be eliminated in this filter [2] , [3] . Moreover, the coefficients of a digital transfer function can be obtained by matching with the coefficients of the corresponding analog transfer function obtained from the Filter Design Handbook [4] . Consequently, the filter structure is quite suitable for VLSI implementation. ill PI [31 [41 [51 
